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Due to the increasing complexity of numerical simulations, the number of numerical components intervening in a
simulation is growing. Today, it is common to run CFD, CSM, Optimizer,... together. To achieve this goal, the
industry paradigm was up to now directed by the concept of chaining numerical simulations, where the output of
each code was reintroduced in the following code, generally after home-brewed routines of data transformation.
Nevertheless, with the application diversifications and the number of problems now submitted to numerical anal-
ysis, the concept of a fixed chain becomes very restrictive. To be able to adapt the numerical tools for different
applications, the concept of workflow has been introduced. In this frame, each numerical component relies on
a single data model, which is modified by a numerical component that outputs a fully compatible data model.
ONERA, through the work of M. Poinot [8], chooses CGNS [1] as data model and Python to carry the workflow.
The standard CGNS data model is represented in Python [3] and each numerical function is interfaced to Python.
Cassiopée (for CFD Advanced Set of Services In an Open Python EnvironmEnt) [2] has then been developped to
provide pre- and post-processing functions in this Python/CGNS environment. Its range of application is:

+ Meshing and remeshing:

- surface mesh generation by orthogonal walk [4],

- extrusion and transfinite interpolation methods for volume mesh generation,

- unstructured octree mesh generation and derivation to off-body Cartesian mesh generation [7],

- collar grid mesh generation for intersecting grids [5],

- remeshing: splitting, merging, coarsening, refining, densifying a mesh,

- unstructured octree and structured Cartesian mesh adaptation[7].

+ Multiblock and overset grid assembly:

- Automatic computation of abutting (1-to-1 and 1-to-n) connectivity between structured blocks,

- Chimera hole-cutting: blanking of cells lying inside bodies and overlap optimization [6],

- Computation of Chimera connectivity (interpolation coefficients and donors).

+ CFD solution post-processing:

- Signed distance field computation,

- Computation of aerodynamics variables (pressure, Mach number,...), gradient of a given field, curl of a
vector, taking into account the abutting connectivity,

- Slices, isoline and isosurface extraction, taking into account the Chimera nature of points (blanked,
interpolated, computed),

- High-order interpolation from a solution defined on a mesh to another mesh, taking into account the
Chimera nature of points.

In our talk, we will illustrate our approach on two examples. The first example concerns the grid assembly for
arbitrary intersecting bodies, with automatic grid generation of overset grids at body junction. In the second
example, we will present a workflow consisting of generating and adapting an octree mesh periodically according
to the solution of a CFD solver.
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